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Harrie Samaras to Present at the Chester County Bar
West Chester, Pa. – On April 19 and 30, Harrie Samaras will be teaching two three-hour CLE courses at the
Chester County Bar Association. The courses, geared to attorneys and business managers alike, are entitled
“ADR Survey – Tips for Using ADR” and “Negotiating with Confidence”.

Harrie will be teaching the courses with Judy Weintraub, both founders of Advanced Business Law
Resources. The courses pack practical tips and information into their three-hour format. Attendees taking
the course “ADR Survey – Tips for Using ADR” will gain a solid understanding of the most common ADR
options, the pros and cons of each, considerations for choosing which one to utilize, criteria for choosing a
neutral, and how to participate effectively in the different ADR processes. Attendees taking the “Negotiating
with Confidence” course will acquire the knowledge and skills to build their confidence and enhance their
negotiating ability to obtain the best results for their clients.

Harrie is an experienced ADR Neutral and attorney who is knowledgeable about ADR processes from her
experience as a Neutral, representing clients in ADR processes and as in-house counsel responsible for the
management and resolution of complex commercial cases. As both in-house and outside counsel she has
negotiated scores of agreements, including licenses and settlement agreements.

About the ADR & Law Office of Harrie Samaras, LLC
The ADR and Law Office of Harrie Samaras specializes in helping parties resolve disputes, both domestic and
international, of all sizes regardless of where the parties are located. The ADR services that the firm provides include
Arbitration, Mediation, Early Neutral Evaluation, and ADR Counseling. The firm also provides Litigation Counseling
and Support services. More information about the firm can be found at www.harriesamaras.com.

